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FORWARD 
 

My Fairy Tale Life 

 

I may not know you personally, or know your deepest thoughts, but I know you have 

something I have…and that’s resilience and the desire and ability to design your own 

life. You know how I know?  

Because if you didn’t have it, you wouldn’t be reading this now!  

You may not believe in your own resilience yet, but you’re going to discover how to 

push the reset button and activate it in your own life.  

I’ve shared my story with many of you in my writing, speaking and on the radio, and 

what you’re about to learn in this book are the steps that will teach you exactly how 

to take get your life on track and build a life that brings happiness, love, health, and 

money. 

You see, I once had a fairy tale life! I remember walking the red carpet at the 

Emmy’s. My husband was nominated as writer/producer for a show called Beauty 

and the Beast that aired on CBS with Linda Hamilton as Beauty, and Ron Perelman 

as the Beast. 

It was really hot that day, but I was dressed in my black Laise Adzer gown, walking 

up the steps of the Pasadena Civic auditorium in my Stuart Weitzman shoes thinking, 

Wow, My life is a fairy tale.”  

We had two sons at home, and the gown carefully disguised my roundness of another 

child inside of me. I thought, could life get any better? 

While David was writing for Beauty and the Beast, we often discussed what it would 

be like to be an anomaly, disfigured, unable to go out in public, just as the beast did 

in the fairy tale.  

A few months later, I gave birth to my daughter, and with that my rose colored 

glasses became crystal clear and my fantasy castle walls began to crumble. 

My daughter, Julianne was born with a severe facial defect, a cleft. It would take 

many surgeries to create the face she was always meant to have.  

I soon learned the gift of her birth was in learning the beauty of imperfection. 

I became her warrior mom and I wrote Rosey…the Imperfect Angel, a fairy tale for 

children with special needs to pave the way for my daughter’s early years before the 

surgeries. It became a classic in hospitals and clinics around the country.  

The book went on to become a spoken word CD recorded by Melissa Gilbert of Little 

House on the Prairie…and it made it all the way to the Grammy Ballot in 2009. I’m 

so grateful! 
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Today…my daughter’s face is stunning! The doctor that performed all of her surgeries 

told me she wanted to give my daughter “a face she would love.” And after numerous 

surgeries, she did. She’s even modeled!  

Now that’s a miracle. But the true miracle is that her childhood of surgeries, teasing 

at school, and ability to express her feelings, gave her strength of character and 

beauty from the inside out. 

Along the way, I gave birth to another son, and once again, I thought, Wow, I’m 

rebuilding my castle. Life is good. I’m back in my fairy tale. 

And then I experienced the worst that could happen. My 16-year old son woke 

up with a fever and was dead the next morning of bacterial meningitis. 

The castle walls fell to the ground. You see…nothing takes the life out of life like the 

death of a child. 

I met the despair with conviction to hold my family together. But the bonds of grief 

were too destructive. Sadly my marriage broke down and then my husband died at 

the young age of 54.  

I was suddenly thrust in the role of being the sole support of my children, emotionally 

and financially.  

The general perception of people in the entertainment industry is that they have 

enough money for a lifetime of opulence, but that is simply not true.  We all have 

bills, obligations, and times of unemployment. I was financially in trouble and knew I 

couldn’t make it on what savings I had. 

This is not to make you sad, but to show you, if I can do it, so can you. What I 

learned from all of this is… resilience. If one door closes, the next door is just 

waiting to open! 

I opened the next door and… 

I began a new career in real estate and failure was not an option. I won Rookie of the 

Year in my office, and then went on to win numerous awards including the 

International President’s Circle Award.  

I am a writer who believes whole heartedly in the power of the written word. My 

passion comes from knowing it can make a difference in people’s lives.  Most 

importantly… I’m a mother whose commitment to family and quality of life gave me 

the resources to tap into resilience when I needed it most.  

Along the way I found new love…something I never dreamed possible. I am truly 

living a life I love.  And you will too.  

Remember, when you create your own life story, as you will when you move forward 

in this book, ALL things are possible. 

You will live a life of passion…passion in every aspect of your being. 

What you need to know is that things will happen to you in life that you are absolutely 

not prepared for. And…as a result of those things, you will be forced to find 

resilience.  



  

 That process will transform you with insight, blessings, and a quality 

of life you never dreamed possible. 

 

Tony Robbins says “people will change when they’ve suffered enough.” Are you there? 

Are you exhausted by being you? Or are you at a starting line just waiting for the bell 

to go off? I remember once my sister said “I feel sometimes like I’m just waiting for 

my real life to begin.”  

Well…every part of your life has brought you to this moment, so it begins again now. 

Every morning we have and opportunity to start our lives all over again. 

During the transition of my life, I longed for guidance with practical steps and tools 

that could help me survive. Over the course of my own story, I discovered the secret 

to developing practical tools and life patterns to creating a stronger, more abundant, 

happy life.  

In this book, you will begin life-changing steps that I used in my journey, and I 

promise, if you commit to them, you will be transformed. 

Because we were in the entertainment business, and David and I would focus on 

developing characters and story arcs for television shows, I began thinking of 

everything as a story... even my own life.  

I wanted to take control of my life, my character, and the story I would be writing:  

What has happened in my life so far?  

How did it affect me?  

What did I learn? 

Who were the people that were part of my story? Better yet, who were the 

people I wanted to be a part of my story in the future? 

What do I have to resolve to make peace with the things that hold me back? 

How will I create my story arc to find happiness I’ve been searching for? 

Come on this journey to “Breakthrough to Happy” with me, won’t you? You’re just 21 

days away from having the life you want. Give this gift to yourself for the rest of your 

life. 
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Begin with the First Step 

 

It’s A Brand New Day… You Get To Start Life Again 

 

How does your day begin? Do you hop out of bed, read emails, check your bank 

account, and listen to the news? We’re going to restructure this because it’s not the 

ideal way to bring in the new day full of possibility. It’s jarring and starts the 

adrenalin and cortisol production in your body and activates stress! 

You are likely starting your day by “doing.”  Let’s change it up a bit and 

make this first twenty minutes of your day about “being.”  

Here’s step one…the absolute beginning. This is the key to setting the tone for your 

day and making a platform for creativity and productivity to begin. Marianne 

Williamson calls it time for "divine download." 

You see, there is absolutely no doubt in my mind that my commitment to a daily 20-

minute inward practice opened the door to wonderful things coming into my life. I 

was at the darkest hour, it was several years after my son died, but I was plagued 

with the feeling of indifference. Timothy Ferris says in his bestselling book, The 4 

Hour Work Week that the opposite of happiness is boredom, and the opposite of love 

is indifference. If I was feeling indifference, then I was not fully experiencing love or 

giving love.  

And I was depressed. 

In the chaotic chapter of my life, I would wake up and feel no excitement, no desire, 

no joy. I would hear a fearful little voice in my head saying, Oh no! What are you 

going to do now! How will you survive? You experienced the worst that could happen 

and now you have to be sad for the rest of your life! 

When I was faced with a career change I heard…You’re getting older, no one will hire 

you! You’re not smart enough! You can’t start a whole new life. You’re over 50!  

And even…You’re fat in those pants! How can you stand yourself? Your face is aging, 

you’re not attractive any more. 

Does that little voice resonate inside of you? We all have one, living inside our heads. 

It’s the voice of fear, and we will never find peace in our lives if we listen to it and 

give it power.  

In a book by Don Miguel Ruiz called The Four Agreements, his Agreement Number 1 

is “to be impeccable with your word.” This means not only with others…but most of all 

it means to be impeccable with your word regarding yourself!  

You know it’s not right to criticize others, so why would you do that very thing to 

yourself? Can you imagine ever saying to your best friend, “you’re not pretty 

anymore?” Or “you’re not smart enough?” Of course not!  

So… how do you separate your negative thoughts from who you are and who you 

want to become. There is only one way, and that is to surrender to stillness and 

prayer.  
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I know, a lot of you are saying…”And how do you do that?” Or “I’ve tried meditation 

and I can’t stop the thoughts.”  

Here’s the truth…That voice inside your head can be so loud, that it blocks your 

peaceful thoughts, so you have to lead the way for your brain. And you will learn how 

to do it. Believe me, it was hard for me, too, until I figured out the secret. 

Start with reading in the morning, at least 15 minutes each day. Reading 

changes the brain chemistry and opens it up to meaningful active thought processes. 

My first step was to select a book from inspired thought leaders. For me it was the 

Bible, but you may choose a different inspired work if you like. It’s your choice. 

Another book I read is The Book of Awakening, by Mark Nepo. It’s a daily paragraph 

or two to help people meet their days and inhabit their lives. You are laying the 

foundation for asking “What am I going to get out of this day? Better yet, “What can I 

give this day?” 

If the Bible is your choice, I recommend the Women’s Devotional Bible, and there is 

one for men (Men’s Devotional Bible). Visit the links provided. 

You can select other inspirational books from this list: Amazon.com Store. It doesn’t 

matter what book you select, just choose one as a starting point. You’ve got a lifetime 

to read great inspired works. 

Now you promised me 20 minutes so the next 5 minutes is mastering the Divine 

Download.  
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The Divine Download 

 

Expect Nothing from This Practice, and It Will Give You Everything 

 

Yes! Your mind is a computer. I realized this right after my son died. My mind 

began a series of flashbacks, playing over and over in my brain for months. I saw and 

recalled moments of his life, even the smallest memories that were long forgotten.   

Have you ever had that happen? Suddenly you’ll recall a flash of a memory that will 

suddenly be awakened in your brain by something you smell, or taste, or see.  

These vignettes of my son’s life replayed until I didn’t need to hold the memories in 

the forefront any longer. I learned to finally rein them in. Now they are tucked away 

inside a folder on my brain’s hard drive. How remarkable my beautiful son still lives 

inside my head and I can access those memories any time I want. 

What I learned from this is how to “download” and implement resilience, 

creativity, motivation, and love.  

You can do anything for 2 minutes, can’t you? Meditation is a time to be still. It’s like 

prayer without words. Everyone struggles with meditation. It seems boring and 

impossible.  

Here’s the truth: Expect nothing from meditation and prayer, and consistent 

use will give you everything. 

Close your eyes and focus on your breath. Listening to your breath is one of the 

hardest things to do. Thoughts will come in, but just see the thought wrapped inside a 

cloud and breathe the thought away.  

Keep doing it. This is like sweeping your mind to free up space on your brain’s hard 

drive.  

Start with 2 minutes, and go up to 5 or more if you like.  

As you continue to sweep your brain of thought, you arrive at the sweet spot. The 

Sweet Spot is the readiness to receive the Divine Download.  

Take a deep cleansing breath and ask to be of service throughout this day. Say 

something like, “Let me be of service and use me for the highest good.” Dwell 

on that for as long as you can hold that thought and feel peace in it. 

Now open your eyes. How do you feel? 

Peaceful? Quiet? Centered? I hope so. Focus on those feelings and realize that you 

have to intentionally have new thoughts in order to feel anything different than you 

felt during meditation. By that, I mean, you are peaceful at the moment you finish, 

and the only way to erase the peace and feel fear or frustration or any negative 

thought, is to purposefully go to that negative place.  

If you felt fear or any emotion like that during meditation, try again later in the day or 

tomorrow. Keep trying until you are able to experience at least 30 seconds of peace. 
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When my son died, I feared everything. Even silence. I was so afraid that more bad 

things would happen and that in the silence I would find only grief. 

I soon discovered a way to feel soothed. During the beginning of meditation, I 

pictured myself walking on stepping stones, down the path, toward the beach where I 

grew up. As I reach the shore, there’s a beautiful, comforting light. I feel the softness 

of sand oozing through my feet, a warm sunrise framing my face. I hear the rhythm 

of the waves rolling onto the beach. I feel safe in the light. For me, it’s God’s light, 

but for some people, it’s whatever brings you peace.  

It can be sitting underneath an oak tree, a meadow of flowers, or sitting on top of a 

mountain… anything that brings you peace.  

Just enjoy the feeling of being at peace with what you’re envisioning. If your thoughts 

veer away, gently guide them back to that warm, safe feeling. You may start to cry. 

Sometimes I do. That’s okay. That means you’re connected to your inner spirit.  

You will now follow with Morning Flashcards for your brain. Since your brain is clear 

and relaxed from meditation, it’s ready to be programmed with good and productive 

thoughts.  

Your brain actually can be programmed. So… write these words down on individual 

cards index cards, then, look at the word and think of something that represents each 

word. 

Picture yourself: 

Happy 

Fit & healthy 

Successful 

In love 

Giving love 

Peaceful heart 

Sharing Abundance 

Trust me, I was in chaos until I put these steps into a plan, and this daily practice is 

just the beginning. There’s so much more! And it’s not difficult. Everything is worth 

doing if the reward is peace and joy. 

Start this new practice tomorrow and in 21 days it will be a habit, and you will never 

want to start your day in any other way! 

Continue your motivational downloads throughout the day by committing to reading 

at least 15 minutes during the day from other meaningful books.  I heard Oprah say 

“Readers are leaders.” You can be the leader of your own life!  

As I implemented this reading, meditation, and download commitment daily, I 

expanded my search for books that would inspire me. I discovered great biographies 

of people who uncovered their greatness when faced with adversity. I found books 

that made me laugh when I needed a lighter spirit (George Carlin was great for 
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that!). I read inspirational and motivational books from today’s inspired thought 

leaders because they offer new insight and new implementation of the truth about 

life. Life is about one thing, and one thing only…love. 

I’ve compiled a list of books that have inspired me and you can email me for a list: 

Sandy{at}SandyPeckinpah{dot}com. You can also go to my Breakthrough to 

Happy list on my Amazon.com Store to help guide you with books that will inspire, 

uplift, and change you. These are books I’ve read that have been meaningful in my 

own transformation…and some are just for fun. 

Now…once you’ve mastered the beginning of your day. Add it to the end of your day 

and always include a prayer of appreciation and gratitude. You will fall asleep in bliss 

and get the best rest of your life. 
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Create The Soundtracks Of Your Life 
 

Music Begins the Dance Of Life 

 

Music is a gift of life. From the beginning of time people have been singing, humming, 

chanting, whistling, playing instruments, or playing music. There’s a reason. It 

balances the soul. Rhythm is in your being. Just listen to your heart, or your 

breathing, or watch how you blink. It’s involuntary, and yet it has rhythm.  

Mary Carden, a teacher of the Carden method puts everything to music for children to 

learn. Even numbers have a rhythm.  

For this reason, give yourself the gift of creating your own soundtracks to life.  

ITunes makes it so easy.  

I have my playlists of quiet music for prayer time (typically just instrumental so it 

doesn’t interfere with my own thoughts and prayers.) 

I have my “Getting Ready to Take on the Day” soundtrack that gets me pumped up 

for the work-day! It begins with Black Eyed Peas singing “I Got A Feeling”  or Pharrell 

Williams, “Happy.” 

Sales experts will tell you to play a song before you make the “big pitch.” It gets you 

energized! Excited! Feeling powerful! You’re in rhythm and that makes you attract 

people to your rhythm!  

Music can be healing too. When I’m frustrated, my soundtrack begins with the 

Beatles, “Let it Be.” 

When I’m feeling romantic, my soundtrack begins with Peter Gabriel’s version of “The 

Book of Love.” 

When I’m writing, my guilty pleasure is opera. Because it’s in Italian, the words don’t 

distract me, but the music inspires me! 

Another great resource is Pandora Radio. It can be downloaded as an app on your 

smart phone, iPad, tablet, or computer. It creates the playlists/channels for you. Type 

in the name of an artist or style and it will create a playlist of the artist and others 

similar in style. 

For the morning, I have the Calm Meditation or White Noise Channel. For a 

romantic evening with my husband, I play the Romantica or Iron & Wine channel. 

I always feel if you can’t find inspiration from within, borrow from someone else. 

Music is one of the best ways to do this. It’s a practice that can tame the angry beast 

inside you, it can awaken romance, it can transform melancholy, it can bring calm, it 

can soothe and balance your life, it can make you get up and want to move! 

Music is the gift you can give your soul to awaken to 

the dance of life. 
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The “Love Your Body” State Of Being 

 

Implementing the “Love Your Body” System 

 

An accumulation of stress causes dramatic changes to your weight, sleep cycle, and 

physical health.  Have you experienced this in any of these areas?  

You’ll find greater awareness in this area as you implement the practices in this book. 

Our goal is for you to feel 100% great about yourself! Remember in the first chapter 

what I told you my skeptical inner voice was saying? Things like: “You look fat in 

those pants! You’re face isn’t young anymore! You look tired.”  

This voice is the enemy of your well-being. It serves no purpose other than to 

torment you. The more you implement the Divine Download, the quicker you will be 

able to say goodbye to that voice when it rears up in your head. You’ll discover if you 

learn to quiet the voice, you’ll find peace with your body. It will function more 

efficiently because what people don’t realize is you quite simply burn more calories 

when you are passionate, happy, and active!  

So how do you quiet that voice? Use the cloud method and surround the evil 

thought with white puffy clouds and blow it away. Every single time it rears up, take a 

deep breath, visualize the thought enveloped in a white puffy beautiful cloud and blow 

it away by breathing out deeply. 

Practice mindful and enjoyable eating: meaning…choose foods that are good for 

you and make you happy. I’m not into deprivation. I eat chocolate and have an 

occasional glass of wine. I eat healthy delicious food and I no longer have weight 

issues or feel like I’m at the mercy of restrictive diets. Being at the purest of intention 

with your eating habits will give you a more healthy approach to life. I have an entire 

tele-seminar on “Love Your Body, Love Your Life” way of eating. You can contact 

me for info.  

Begin your quest to be in the best shape of your life.  I have exercised my 

whole life. I was always unhappy with how I looked and I struggled to maintain my 

weight. I kept thinking If I work out all the time and practice restricted eating habits, 

why am I still in this battle with my body?  

Very simple. I was out of balance. My poor body never had time to recover from 

exercising and I was in starvation mode sometimes, and too much of the wrong foods 

other times. I made simple changes in the way I worked out, and sent that cruel 

inner voice packing.  

I now have a special vitamin and protein packed shake in the morning, then fill up on 

lots of greens and vegetables with smaller amounts of protein (chicken, fish, nuts and 

seeds). Please contact me for more details if you like. 

I rotate my exercise routine, and I came to realize that I am now in the second act of 

my life, and hard aggressive exercise is not the best thing for my body. I use a more 

gentle approach. I walk, and I rotate doing yoga, pilates, and light weights.  

Today, I’m in the best shape of my life because I now know that part of my previous 

struggles with my body, my weight, and body image were from being out of balance 

with my body, mind, and spirit. 
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Following are some steps you can take to begin loving your body the way it deserves. 

What word is hidden in the word DIET? It’s DIE. No. You are going to LIVE IT. Follow 

these simple LIVE IT plan for loving your body for the rest of your life.  

Here are the broad strokes of the LIVE IT PLAN:  

1. Create a list of foods that you love and you know you will eat – even if you’ve 

lost your appetite.  Are their healthier versions of these foods? Shop from this list. 

The key to eating good foods is to have them around. Alternatively, the key to eating 

bad foods is having them around. So you see, you’ll now need to empty your pantry 

of every single thing that is bad for you.  If it’s unopened, take it to your local food 

pantry. 

2. Track your sleep routines.  Making an effort to regulate your sleep will be a key 

part of keeping your body and mind strong and resilient.  Experts say to go to sleep 

and get up at the same time every day. If you try to sleep in on your days off, you’ll 

cause problems with your internal body clock. If you must, go ahead and wake up at 

the same time, and then stay in bed! Enjoy your morning coffee and an inspirational 

book. If you’re having difficulty sleeping, use techniques from meditation and 

relaxation.  If you are doing the meditation practice at the end of the day, with soft 

music that will slumber you to sleep, you’ll begin to notice your sleep will be deeper 

and more efficient. Just before falling asleep, ask that good dreams come into your 

sleep. 

3. Fuel your Body with Neuro-chemicals No…you can’t find them in pill form at 

the pharmacy, but you can manufacture them in your body. Exercise daily, even if it’s 

just a walk around the block. Rotate your exercise routine so your body is always 

alive with something new and you don’t get bored. It’s even more important to 

exercise when depressed or in crisis.  Exercise releases “feel good” endorphins into 

the brain. When my son died, I continued to go to the gym and always felt better 

after.  Invite a friend to join you for a neuro-chemical boost! 

4. Do at least one body-soothing activity per week.  Massages, hot baths, 

facials, pedicures, and even using an all-over body lotion are ways you can show 

yourself and your body love and care.  It’s important to think of yourself with the 

same loving and comforting energy you would offer to someone you love or to a sick 

or struggling loved-one. 
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Your “Why” Will Make You Cry 
 

Discovering Your Life’s Purpose and Putting It to Work 

 

Everyone wants to leave a mark on the world, and everyone has something of value. 

We’re all on a quest to find that one thing that we can finally say “Ah, that’s why! 

That was my purpose for living.” 

How fortunate Oprah knew. She knew long before any of us realized what she was 

doing. She decided long ago her purpose was to be a teacher. Not a news reporter, or 

a typical talk-show host, or a superstar. She carefully wove her path of teaching by 

enlisting us first, as her attentive audience. After years of watching her, our trust 

grew, and somewhere along the way we became her loyal students. 

As a little girl growing up in Monterey, California, I was often teased and called names 

because of my fiery red hair, white skin, and freckles. Oh, how I hated the way I 

looked! I often spent 6th grade lunchtime in the bathroom, hiding because one cruel 

boy spit in my face and bellowed, “I’d rather be dead than red!” I was bullied, and 

those feelings of being exposed as “different” made me cry. 

Somewhere in those torturous transformational pubescent years, I found strength in 

dreaming of doing something unique and remarkable, even if I did have red hair. That 

whisper of a new path came to fruition when a musical group called Up With People 

toured my hometown with songs of hope, honesty, and love.  

It was the time in our country when we’d just lost our beloved President, John F. 

Kennedy, we were in the throes of war in Vietnam, the Hippie culture preached “Free 

Love and Peace,” and drugs seduced us into an altered state.  

Up With People offered me something different. It was my “Glee” and it was the 

catalyst for lighting the fire in me to perform on stage and fueled my passion to live 

life with purpose, passion, and possibility. 

At the age of 16, I flew to New York to audition for the national cast.  I sang and 

danced my way around the world, and more importantly, I learned about different 

cultures, learned their language, involved myself in the understanding of their politics, 

their beliefs, and family values. Yet, through my travels, my innocent eyes were 

opened to oppression, prejudice, and the aftermath of war. And that realization made 

me cry. 

We toured Italy from the north to south and played in Theaters, Opera Houses, and 

Piazas, and even had an audience with the Pope! We learned the entire show in 

Italian and found ourselves ensconced in the culture and awakened to sensory 

delights. Eating the food there changed my palate forever! I discovered cappuccinos 

long before anyone ever heard of Starbucks! 

While touring Italy in the spring of 1968, our cast received the tragic news of the 

deaths of Martin Luther King, Jr. and Robert Kennedy. As a teenager, I couldn’t define 

the impact of this grief. It was a different kind of sad than when my grandmother 

died. It shook the very core of my belief in the future.  
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Those tragedies brought us all to common ground as we profoundly mourned the loss 

of our heroes and the demise of the future with those men as guiding lights. 

Our cast finished the tour in Italy and returned to the wounded spirit of the USA. We 

launched our new show in New York with a stronger commitment to our positive 

message and resilience.  

We learned the entire performance in French, Swahili, and Lingala (Bantu language), 

and then flew to the Congo (formerly the Belgian Congo) to tour the country for two 

months. We were the guests of President Mobutu, invited to perform as part of their 

Independence Celebration.  

The contrast in cultural awakening was astounding. One night, we performed for the 

heads of the African Nations at the OAU, feasting on a lavish steak dinner and 

dramatically finishing with flaming Cherries Jubilee.  

The next day, we journeyed deep into the heart of the bush country where thousands 

of bush people showed up to see us perform in the middle of nowhere. I couldn’t 

derive the purpose in performing a show for starving people who lived in third world 

wilderness.  Why?  

I met little swollen bellied children surrounded by flies trying to nurse every bit of 

liquid from their hollow eyes. Those malnourished children were hungry and we were 

well fed. The contrast made me cry. 

They huddled around me, curious and delighted with my bright red hair! They 

grabbed my arms and studied my freckles. They stroked my hair, pushed on my 

pointed nose. They giggled, bashfully hugging me. On that day, my shame was 

transformed. The bush children of the Congo loved me for being different…especially 

my red hair. 

I remember seeing Oprah’s “Favorite Guest,” Dr. Tererai Trent, a Zimbabwean woman 

who was not allowed to have an education. Married at 11, she had three children by 

18, and her husband beat her every day.  

One day, Jo Luck, the head of an aid group, Heifer International, came to the village, 

and told the women they should go after their dreams and change their lives.  

Trent wrote down her dreams and buried them underneath a tree. She wanted to 

move to America and earn a college degree. She did all of that, and more…in fact, she 

earned her PHD.  The Missionary simply awakened Tererai to possibility.  

Her story aroused memories long forgotten. I thought about singing for those swollen 

bellied children deep in the heart of the Congolese bush country. Could my presence 

in the Congo have had an impact on their lives!? 

Perhaps Up With People was the catalyst that awakened their heart’s desire for 

breaking out of a life condemned to poverty, hunger and illness. Perhaps those 

children who touched my red hair, and my heart, are now adults with an education! 

And that thought made me cry. 

It was yet another stepping-stone for leaving my mark on our planet. Even at 16, I 

was building a life that mattered. 
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Here are my tools for discovering your own “Principles of Relevance.” 

Allow change to be a driving force in your life. Often, loss in any form is the 

launching pad for discovering your destiny. For me, losing my son changed the way I 

looked at life. From that moment forward, I never took a moment for granted. Loss of 

a job can force you to create other dreams for your future. Failure at one thing means 

you find other options.  The more you resist change, the more you resist your 

destiny. 

Sometimes, the thing that makes you different is the very thing that people 

will remember in a positive way. Celebrate your uniqueness! 

Find a mentor you admire. Let that mentor believe in you until you believe in 

yourself. Successful people are proud of themselves! It makes them happy to be 

able to share their story and change people’s lives. By asking, you’ve given them 

purpose. 

What are you waiting for? Discover what’s holding you back. I’ve heard it said, 

“People will change when they’ve suffered enough.” Recognize how far you’re willing 

to go before making a change. Think of Dr. Tererai Trent, living a life of limitation and 

oppression in a third world country. She declared she’d had enough. If she can rise 

above her limitation…my dear God…anything is possible. 

If money weren’t an issue, what would you be doing? I know for a fact, I would 

still be writing, even if I had millions in the bank. Writing fuels my passion for life. 

If you were to leave this planet…what would you wish you’d said before 

leaving? I remember my Grandma would always make applesauce when she visited. 

When she died, I remember thinking…but Grandma…you forgot to tell me how to 

make the applesauce.” To this day, the smell of apples cooking, reminds me of her 

and I feel tears at the memory of her.  

Obstacles create possibilities. As the years go by, more and more, I realize we’re 

told too often that our world is one of limitations. I’m looking at those roadblocks as 

opportunities to find a new way home. By home…I mean finding my purpose in life. If 

you’ve ever read the little book, Who Moved My Cheese, its simple message is one of 

being flexible and finding new ways to the door that feeds you. Look at all the small 

businesses that have cropped up because major companies have let go of so many 

talented, industrious people.  

Write a list of all the things you’ve accomplished and brought joy to you and 

others. A few years ago, my life was at a crossroads. I didn’t feel a sense of 

accomplishment or purpose. I looked to my very wise mentor and coach, Bob Donnell 

from Next Level 4 Success, to help me make sense of the chaos and unrest. He said, 

“Sandy, you’re in transition. Write a list of all the things you’ve accomplished. From 

that list, you’ll know you’ve made a difference, and keep doing that.” That’s exactly 

what I did, and what I urge you to do. It will be a resource of inspiration to carry you 

into the next decades of your life. You’ll feel a sense of having mattered…and isn’t 

that what life is all about? 

Your “Why” should make you cry.  Above all, your mind, your heart, and your soul 

will know when you’ve found your “Why,” because the emotion will pool deep from 

within and will bring you tears of knowing….and…you will cry. 
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Recognize Your “Why” as the driving force of your life script. It is the 

“relevance” you seek in building a life that matters. 

If you ask yourself, “What is my why?” I promise you, all will be revealed if you let it. 

Strive to be what your spirit calls you to do. Be open to the possibility there may be 

more than just one thing that summarizes your “why.”  

Look to your past for clues to guide you. Life is not a linear journey. It has ups and 

downs, tragedies and triumphs.  Taking those lessons and facing them head-on is the 

very thing that keeps our spirit alive. It transforms us to a higher level. 

I recognize that now, and that thought makes me cry. 
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Life Is About Love… And Guess What?  

…So Is Your Career 

 

Merging Files of Your Life’s Circumstances, Your Why, And Your Career 

You never could have told me the day I married David Peckinpah, several decades 

ago, that I would not be married forever. I visualized my whole life, from that day 

forward, extending into a lifetime.  

On the night we first met, we walked along the beach in Monterey and shared our 

dreams. David said “I want to be a writer.” And I replied, “Well then, let’s begin!” We 

merged as a creative force that sent fireworks over the moonlit bay. Well, maybe not, 

but that’s how it felt! 

Our courtship was not traditional in any way. We were together every night, but 

instead of romantic dinners or dancing, we spent evenings creating characters and 

the storyline for our first project together.  

David loved the western genre. He came by it quite naturally. His father, Denver, was 

the colorful “Cowboy Judge” of the Superior Court in Fresno. He wore a Stetson hat, 

and Tony Llama boots under his long black judge’s robe. He even hand rolled his own 

cigarettes. Every day, Judge Peckinpah drove his rusty old camper to the courthouse. 

At lunch he’d crank up the camper and cook a pot of beans and deer meat he hunted 

in the mountains near Yosemite.  

And David’s uncle? Hardly a day goes by that I don’t get asked, “Are you related to 

Sam Peckinpah? The movie director?  

Sam’s greatest movie was the Oscar nominated western, The Wild Bunch, starring 

William Holden and Ernest Borgnine. Sam was the first to portray violence in slow 

motion. Picture a man getting shot with the gritty reality of blood spurting 

everywhere and pain so real you could feel it in your gut. That was Sam, or “Bloody 

Sam,” as he came to be known. 

He always said, even the ordinary man could be pushed to the point of violence and 

demonstrated it in films like, Straw Dogs with Dustin Hoffman, The Getaway with 

Steve McQueen and Ali McGraw, and Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid with James 

Coburn and Kris Kristopherson.  

The Peckinpah family even had Indian blood from Aunt Jane, a Mono Indian Princess 

who lived on Peckinpah Mountain outside of Northfork.  And yes, The Rifleman 

starring Chuck Conners was written by Sam who made the town of Northfork famous. 

David idolized Sam, and Sam loved David. He often invited us to visit him in Malibu, 

attend screenings of his films, or join him on a film location.  

We even participated in Sam’s surprise 50th birthday party in the Hollywood Hills. We 

were absolutely star struck walking into this party. It was crowded with famous and 

talented actors, writers, composers and even musicians like Bob Dylan, Kris 

Kristopherson, and Ringo Starr!  
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The conversations were alive! Exciting! Creative! On that night, I realized, this room 

was filled with talented people who were able to make a living doing what they 

loved!  

Up to this point, writing had just been a hobby! With this inspired revelation, we 

arrived back in Monterey with writing as the focus of our dreams.   

David finished the novel we began during our courtship, and “They Were Spoken of in 

Whispers” was sent to an agent in New York.  Miraculously, the first publisher 

accepted it. We celebrated with champagne and thought, We’re going to be famous!  

Our advance money arrived weeks later. We feverishly tore open the envelope and 

stared at the check for $1000. Two years work. Wow. We needed a back-up plan.  

Sam encouraged David to write a screenplay and hired him to write a script from a 

book he’d optioned. It was the beginning of his passion for screenwriting, and we got 

$5000.  

Sometimes the innocence of youth is a good thing when I think of the odds we had of 

“making it.” There was no doubt we’d succeed. It was the first time I truly 

experienced visualizing success at the inception of a dream. With that confidence, we 

began creating our beautiful family, beginning with Garrett, our firstborn son. 

David’s career took off and we relocated to Los Angeles.  While David was writing, I 

studied acting and took literature classes. After the children were in bed, I edited 

David’s scripts and we’d continue to talk stories and characters well into the night. 

There’s nothing like a creative union of two people. It ignites passion! 

We had successes and failures. We made money and spent money. Then one day, the 

Writer’s Guild went on strike for 9 months.  

Our income came to a halt and I was terrified. I would lie awake at night with visions 

of empty bank accounts, unpaid taxes, and piles of bills.  

Our bank accounts sank, and I even had to ask my best friend for $100 to buy 

groceries. It was during this “financial drought,” I developed a pattern of fear around 

money. Its power was so strong, it consumed me, even when money wasn’t an issue. 

There was never an amount in the bank that made me feel safe. 

During the strike, our creative minds never stopped. David wrote every single day 

and I edited, every single night. 

When the Unions finally reached an agreement, we diligently rebuilt our financial base 

with the scripts written during the strike. One of them went on to be made as a 

Disney movie, “Man of the House,” with Chevy Chase and Farah Fawcett.  

David transitioned into doing television series and was even nominated for an Emmy 

for Beauty and the Beast, on CBS, starring Linda Hamilton and Ron Perelman!  

It may sound like we had nothing but success. Far from the truth. Like any business, 

the entertainment industry is a roller coaster of emotional and financial ups and 

downs.  

Rejection was just part of success. All stories have successes and 

failures…that’s what makes a good story… even in real life. 
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Then one day, our personal story had a tragic ending. We lost our oldest son. 

Our creative marriage couldn’t survive the despair of loss. We broke apart, and then 

David died suddenly at the age of 54.  

With those tragedies I realized life isn’t about careers, or jobs, or money. Those 

things enhance life, but really, there’s only one thing that matters, and that’s 

love… love for people, love for what you do, and how your love inspires other people. 

Sometimes, there’s a time limit, and we don’t get to have those we love for very long. 

The loss of two people I deeply loved changed me forever.  

I was challenged to build a life that was the highest expression of love I 

could possibly have.   

Until then, it never occurred to me I should have a back-up plan. My husband was a 

successful writer and I worked with him every step of the way, but I never took 

ownership. I tormented myself thinking if only I had written a script on my own, or at 

least shared writing credits.  

I learned quickly that hindsight serves no purpose other than to torment our present 

lives. 

I was forced to find strength beyond the debilitating grief. My children needed me. I 

realized I had to create a new script for our lives.. 

We moved south of Los Angeles to a lovely affordable town called Murrieta. The 

children now say it was the best thing I could have done for them.  

I began a new career as a real estate agent and I dove into it with passion. Failure 

was not an option.  

We all have to find the one thing that drives us…that one thing when we wake up in 

the morning, we think about it and can’t wait to start our day. For me, it’s writing. Is 

real estate my passion? Not completely, but within our jobs are pieces of something 

we can find to feed our souls. I’ve found great inspiration from my clients and their 

personal stories! I love participating in making their dreams come true! I write 

articles on selling homes. I create ads and write home descriptions like they were 

stories! And, on my days off…I’m writing my own story in articles and for my books. 

Like the entertainment business, I’ve had good years and bad years in real estate. 

We’re just coming out of the current real estate crisis and we’ve all learned an 

important lesson. Resourcefulness. No one and no career is immune to the ups and 

downs of life.  

Lives and careers have cycles. There’s no magic number or perfect career that gives 

peace of mind, because life isn’t about a number. It’s about following your heart, 

doing something you love, and expressing love every single day.  

When it’s a “down” time, be creative in making opportunities. Additional streams of 

income offer a back-up plan. I made jewelry and sold nutritional products during the 

worst year of the real estate crisis. These were things I loved and added to my life. It 

opened doors to new friendships and business alliances. 
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Remember, you’re in control of how you react to circumstances in life. It’s your life 

script. I’m still writing mine and discovering the lessons from my past are actually a 

platform for my future. 

Here are 9 Story Points for Writing Your Own Life Script 

Do something you love and it will never feel like work. If you can’t work in your 

dream job right now, pursue your interests within your job and that may lead you on 

the path to your dream career.  

Keep your drive young-at-heart!  Never use age as an excuse. Louise Hay started 

her business at 60 when she sold her self-published book, Heal Your Life out of the 

trunk of her car. At 86 she heads the Hay House publishing empire. Set your goals 

now and begin renegotiating a life you love.  

You’ll never run out of money because you’ll never run out of ideas. A wise 

friend told me this. Your ability to think and create ideas are the tools God gave you 

to be resilient. Use your talents and abilities to open new paths. 

“If someone says no, just say NEXT!”-Jack Canfield, author Chicken Soup for 

the Soul. The entertainment business is constant rejection with success sprinkled in. 

Don’t stop pursuing what you love. If you give up too soon, you may have been 

standing at the door of the person who was about to say “Yes!”  

Take steps to push worry out of your life, and let passion fill it. That’s 

resilience. I remember seeing the actor, Will Smith, interviewed by Oprah, and she 

asked if it felt good to be rich. He said he still falls asleep worrying about money. 

That’s the pattern he learned in life. Will Smith! If he worries, then “worry” is really 

the enemy of our spirit. “Worry” is just fear at war with your faith.  

Consider additional streams of income. Look to your talents like cooking, 

tutoring, or selling products or services for a cushion. Ask a friend what they think 

your talents are. It may surprise you! Even if it just pays the utilities or helps restock 

your savings…it’s worth it.  

Life is about expressing love. Never let career or money issues spoil an evening 

with your partner, ruin a day with your child, or interrupt your sleep at night. When 

you feel those concerns taking hold, exchange it with expressing love. Take your 

partner on a date or spend a day with your children. 

I found peace around money, my job, and my spirit the day I decided I would be 

grateful for what I have and the lessons I’ve learned. My will to survive was stronger 

than I ever dreamed possible. I raised my three children on my own! 

When I write, I often search for my husband’s inspiration. I miss our creative union, 

and never thought I’d experience that kind of love again.  

But I did. A year ago I fell in love and married a man who captivated me when he first 

wrote “Hello” on Facebook! And… he writes beautifully! Now, he’s the one who edits 

my work! It feels so good to be loved and to share my life with someone who also 

shares my passion. 

I couldn’t have written a better second act for myself….or maybe I did! 
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Not a day goes by that I don’t long to hold my son in my arms, or feel tears for the 

loss of David, but my love for them still resides deeply in my heart. When you lose 

someone, you have the opportunity to transition and express that love into those who 

are living. Their loss taught me to focus my life on love, and to never, ever, take a 

single day for granted.  
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Press The Reset Button On Defining Moments 
 

How Tragedies Can Be Re-Set To Triumphs 

 

What personal life experiences have defined who you are? I know what mine are…do 

you? 

Get a piece of paper and pen (preferably blue ink) and write down significant events 

in your life that were positive, and events that were negative.  Positive experiences 

might be going to college, starting a new career, meeting a significant person in your 

life.  Negatives might be loss of a job, a divorce, or illness. 

Why blue ink? Because color awakens the sense of awareness. Black ink lays flat. We 

are all about our brain seeing things in new light…and color. You can even use green 

or pink ink! 

Then go back and list one or two words to assign the lessons learned to the defining 

moment. For instance, a positive moment in my life was traveling the world with Up 

With People. It taught me to expand my thinking, appreciate other cultures, and 

awakened my desire to help people.  

There are three parts to every event.  

1. The event, good or bad.  

2. What you’ve learned from it.  

2. How it changed you 

You will discover that even the negative events had a positive lesson. 

Here’s a sample of how I would do this: 

Event: Julianne’s birth with a birth defect   

Lesson: beauty of imperfection 

 Lesson: unconditional love 

It changed me: Awakened my desire to educate and write 

Event: Up With People Tour  

Lesson: opened my eyes to the world 

Lesson: Witnessed poverty 

Lesson: Learned about other cultures and history 

Lesson: Homesick, missed my family 

 It changed me: commitment to helping people  

It changed me: There’s no place like home 
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Event: My son died at the age of 16  

Lesson: Loss of a child is the worst that can happen 

Lesson: There is no avoiding the pain 

It changed me: I discovered I have an amazing capacity for resilience  

It changed me:  I never take a single day for granted and I always focus on love as a 

priority in my life. 

Event: Economic crash and personal income decline 

Lesson: Had to work 2 and 3 jobs to make ends meet 

Lesson: Savings depleted quickly 

It changed me: I drew from my talents to supplement my income  

It changed me: Learned to budget and be resourceful   

It changed me: Challenges forced me to learn how to be a better realtor  

      

Do this exercise for 15 minutes only. You can always come back to it. Be patient with 

yourself. The answers to the challenges may take some time to really come to 

surface. If they don’t, leave them blank for another day.  

Now, once you finish that, you may be feeling a little overwhelmed or melancholy. 

Some of the things may have been the darkest days of your life, but it’s important to 

write those down. 

At the end of the 15 minutes, I want you to immediately think of the top 3 fun songs 

of your life. This is called, Pattern Interrupter.” It shifts the emotion from pensive 

and possibly sad, to happy! 

For me it was “She Loves You” by the Beatles, “California Dreamin” By the Mamas 

and the Papas, “I Gotta Feeling” by the Blackeyed Peas! Hear them in your 

head…better yet, play them on your Ipod, get up and dance! 

Move your body! Feel better? 

Yes?  Guess what? You just took control of shifting your emotions! It shifts the 

emotion from pensive and possibly sad, to happy! You took control of removing the 

shackles of any sadness attached to those memories. 

It may be that the first time you do this exercise, you will mostly recall the bad times, 

but as you do the exercise again, and again, you may awaken the happy influences 

you never remembered because they were shadowed by the negative events.  

When you have a tragedy, recognize it as a time to grow in faith and 

strength.  

You will surprisingly discover that even good times had negative side effects! 

Recognize that we often can’t fully experience the good times in the present because 

we’re so afraid “the other shoe is going to drop.” 
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Once we admit this to ourselves, we will be conscious of it. Take any negative 

thoughts out of a joyful time and allow yourself the pleasure of fully experiencing it. 

You can use the “cloud method” to breathe away negativity. 

We are going to take the defining moments of your life and re-frame them in the 

chapters ahead. 
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Your Past Is The Platform To Your Future 
 

Implementing how to Re-Frame Your Past and Write Your Future 

 

We are going to implement what you’ve learned from your past and make it work for 

your future.  

Author, William Bridges, author of The Way of Transition suggests creating the Table 

of Contents of your chapters of life. I know what mine are…do you? 

Think about the acts from your past in the previous chapter and what you’d like to 

see in your future. The key to fully living your life is to harmonize the past with the 

present. We can only unlock the secrets to what meaning the past had for us by 

evaluating its influence on your life. By understanding the value of even our most 

tragic events, it reframes the event and often lessens the pain.  

There is no story without conflict, but you’ve survived!  

It’s time to embrace your story, and use it to appreciate all that you have been 

through, all that you have survived, all that you’ve accomplished and all that you are 

in this present moment.  

That is how we fully embrace the life we are living now. Now write the second act 

just as you’d like your life to be. That’s called having a vision for your future. 

Never underestimate the value of the simple act of reading a book that offers insight 

to changing your life. That is your “present self” reaching out to find an even more 

fulfilled life. You picked up this book and you may have read others. That’s a huge 

“bravo!” to your passion in uncovering your resilience. 

Sit quietly with a pen and paper and think of your life in moments that had such 

impact, they are the first things that come to mind when you tell people about your 

life. Here’s my own example:  

Look over your list from the previous chapter and Create Chapters from your past 

that really defined you. Here are my chapters:  

1. Awakening to the Beauty of Imperfection -- This one is about my daughter’s 

birth. 

2. The Journey of Loss -- Working through the 5 stages of grief when my son died, 

and discovering the gift of empowerment and resilience. 

3. Re-Inventing Life after 50 -- The loss of my husband, finances, and having to 

create a new career to support my children. 

4. Discovering My Life Purpose -- Realizing I have led the life I’ve led in order to 

share strength, hope, and support for others going through difficult and transitional 

times. 

Now, after looking at the past, it’s time to write your future. The very act of writing 

down what you want for your future will Download The Emotion into your brain, 
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and it will Activate the Motion to make it happen. Write the chapter titles of the 

second act of your life just as you’d like your life to be.   

Some of my present and future chapters: 

1. Awakening Resilience -- Teaching others to strategize their own resilient lives. 

2. My “Estate” of Being -- How I gathered together my career and my investments 

to create a balanced and peaceful future. 

3. Finding Blissville -- You’ll have to read it to find out! 

Although this may seem like a lot of work, I guarantee it will be the guideline for 

living the rest of your amazing life. You’ll discover the key things that changed you 

and how they are critical to who you are.  

By writing down those future chapters you are putting your life in motions. It’s 

called having a vision for the future.  

Some of your chapters may be negative events, but what did it teach you? We are all 

human beings living a human experience and chances are, if you’ve experienced a 

tragic event, so have others.  

Use this formula for looking at your life and you will discover there are really 

remarkable parts of you just waiting to come out! Never underestimate the value of 

sharing your discoveries with others. That’s called “making a difference.” 
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Daily Download 
 

Check List To Implement The Best Day Ever 

 

“Change can happen at any time, but transition comes along when one 

chapter of your life is over and another is waiting in the wings to make its 

entrance.”  -William Bridges, The Way of Transition 

Each day is a “chapter” in your Life Series. To create a great day, every day, 

implement these practices as an outline for your “Best Day Ever.” 

1. Daily Meditation & Flashcards: Detailed in Beginning of the First Act and The 

Divine Download 

2. Music, your playlists: Outlined in the chapter: Create the Soundtracks of Your 

Life 

3. Mindful and enjoyable eating:  Meaning…choose foods that are good for you 

and make you happy. I’m not into deprivation. I eat chocolate and have an occasional 

glass of wine. I eat healthy delicious food and I no longer have weight issues or feel 

like I’m at the mercy of restrictive diets. Being at the purest of intention with your 

eating habits will give you a more healthy approach to life. I have an entire 

teleseminar on “Love Your Body, Love Your Life” way of eating. You can contact 

me for info.  

4. Balance the Body with Exercise:  I have exercised my whole life. I rotate what I 

do, but I came to realize that I am now in the second act of my life, and hard 

aggressive exercise is not the best thing for my body. I use a more gentle approach. I 

walk, and I rotate doing yoga, Pilates, and light weights. I am in the best shape of my 

life because I now know that part of my previous struggles with my body, my weight, 

and body image were from being out of balance with my mind, body, and spirit. 

5. Friends and Family Make time to have coffee, a phone call, or a meal with those 

you love. They are your forever lifelines when you need them, so be theirs and listen 

to what they have to say. You’re making a difference in their life, and this fulfills the 

gratitude commitment you’ll be making. 

6. Read at least 15 minutes per day, no matter what: Especially in the areas of 

mind, body, spirit, your business, or your personal interests. Remember, “Readers are 

Leaders!” Choose your reading material wisely because you are storing what you read 

in your brain’s computer. Do you want to fill it with junk or something that could 

cause a computer virus? No! Focus on reading what downloads into your brain in 

these categories: Inspiration, Motivation, Education, Enlightenment, Biographies that 

Inspire, History, and Fun Fiction. Don’t waste time reading the entire newspaper, it 

will only depress you. If you must, look for the inspired stories and information 

pertaining to your life. 

7. Make your workday be an expression of your highest good: I interviewed a 

life coach named Marla Dennis on my radio show, Passion By Design. She said that 

what we do for a living is one of the highest expressions of who we are in the world. 

Think about it! We spend the majority of our week at work! Find the parts of your 

work that make it meaningful. Is it contact with people? Using your creative spirit to 
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write ad copy? Designing a new program? I wrote a blog on how I found my passion 

in what I do. Visit it at: BreakthroughToHappy.com 

8. Downtime means relaxing your brain. A lot of people use television to do this, 

but this is actually stimulating. Try something that doesn’t take too much thinking. 

When my son died, I did gardening or painting. It was soothing and brought peace to 

my thoughts. The Power Nap can also be an important part of restoring your center. 

Set your phone timer for 20 minutes, turn on Pandora Meditation Channel, and you’ll 

wake up refreshed and ready for the next part of your day. 

9. Before bed, silently express appreciation for the day. You can begin with 

things like the love of your children, or your partner. It can be the love for your cat 

sitting on your lap. Then seek the things that transformed you that day. The 

awareness you may have had around something you didn’t notice before. 

Acknowledge enlightenment of any kind.  Go through your appreciation list and 

then focus on your breathing as you did in the morning. Ask for peaceful, restorative 

sleep, again focus on your breath and you will soon be in slumberland. 

Being consistent with this Outline will change you and change those around you. It’s a 

format for your computer, i.e. your brain, and it works! 
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Good News…Your Life is Stronger Now 
 

You’re On the Path to Possibility Now 

 

You’ve already changed your life just by reading this book. You are now implementing 

possibility.  

With the stepping stones I’m sharing with you, you will awaken your resilient self. You 

will awaken the “unstoppable you” and the world will open up before you, into a 

stronger, better life. Say yes now! 

When I said yes! Oh my…. 

Pilot Chuck Yaegar was the first person to break the sound barrier. When he landed 

his jet, people asked him, “What was that like?”  He said “just before I broke the 

sound barrier, it was when the cockpit shook the most.”  

The fact you are reading this book means that your cockpit is shaking and you are 

ready to break through! Don’t stop! 

I’m helping you discover what barriers are holding you back from breaking through to 

your new life just by starting with these first steps!  

Is anything stopping you?  

What if you don’t do it? What if you don’t choose to invest the time and commitment? 

Where will you be a week from now?  A month from now? Five years from now? What 

age will you be when you look back and say, I wish I had found and implemented the 

Stepping Stones to Resilience years ago? Wouldn’t you be happier? 

Are you seeing the possibility? All things are possible! As you begin to implement 

these practices, you will awaken your resilience to discover inner peace, guidance, 

your ability to receive more abundance and success. Oh! And let’s not forget Love! 

The most important part of your life is the ability to give and receive love.  

We are meant to share our lives openly so that others can experience the gifts of our 

transformation. Your life’s story has the power to inspire others. You owe it as a 

lesson in gratitude to share your life experiences in their fullness. 

And…Give yourself the greatest gift…time with inner peace and love.  

I have good news for you. Start this new practice tomorrow and in 21 days it will be a 

habit.  You will never want to start your day any other way. I pray and find stillness in 

every single day. I discovered hope for the chapters of my life ahead. Because of my 

tumultuous life, Grace was bestowed upon me.  

The word Grace is defined by the Bible as the spirit of God that exists in humans for 

the soul’s purpose of strengthening them.  

I know I’m strong, I know I’m a better person, I know I’m a better mother and wife 

because of the tragic losses I’ve experienced. I never take a single day, even a single 

moment, for granted. I live in the present.  
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I know my faith in myself to be resilient, no matter what, gave me confidence to 

pursue my heart’s desire.  I know I can handle anything life brings my way. Working 

these steps has made it possible for me to live a life of resilience…and so can you.  

 I promise, this is just the beginning of an extraordinary new life. 

With best wishes and joy, 

 

 

If you’d like to look further at other opportunities to make you stronger, more 

resilient, and triumphant beyond your wildest dreams…You can contact me at  

My email: Sandy@SandyPeckinpah.com  

My website: www.SandyPeckinpah.com  

My blog: www.BreakthroughToHappy.com  

My Twitter: @SandyPeckinpah 

Visit Amazon.com Breakthrough to Happy Store for a list of reading materials that will 

guide and launch you into the best years of your life. 
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About the Author 

 

Sandy Peckinpah was inspired to write her first book, Rosey the Imperfect Angel, 

after the birth of her daughter, Julianne. The fairy tale, published in 1993, caught the 

attention of news media throughout the country. Sandy, her book, and her daughter 

toured to appear on numerous national television talk shows, national morning news 

shows, radio programs and newspaper interviews. Among those, NBC and Fox 

News, talk shows on NBC and ABC, and numerous radio, newspaper and magazine 

articles including In Style and Redbook Magazine. She’s also a speaker, having 

spoken at numerous events, The American Cleft Palate Association, Native Sons 

of the Golden West, March of Dimes Walkathon in Los Angeles, Next Level By 

Association, the Women’s Sanctuary, among others.  

Her second book, Chester the Imperfect All Star, followed with the same media 

attention. Her fairy tales brought enlightenment, wonderment, and hope to children.  

In 2009, Rosey…the Imperfect Angel was recorded as a CD, produced by Michael 

Alden, who also wrote the music recorded by the Moscow Symphony Orchestra. It 

was read by actress Melissa Gilbert) from “Little House on the Prairie”), with liner 

notes by actress Marlee Matlin. The CD made it to the Grammy Ballot in 2009. 

Sandy’s late husband, David Peckinpah, was the executive producer and writer of 

numerous television series including: Sliders, Beauty and the Beast, Silk 

Stalkings, and numerous television movies and features. Sandy ran the operation of 

their film company, including reading and editing scripts.    

In addition to writing, Sandy worked in the television industry as an actress, 

participating in television movies and series.    

She returned to her passion for writing in her collaboration with life-long friend, noted 

San Francisco interior designer Paula McChesney to write Passion by Design. With 

Paula, she co-hosts the radio show, Passion By Design, for the past two years in 

Northern California, KNRY 1070, News Talk Radio and in Phoenix, Arizona on KFNX 

1100 News Talk Radio. (Past shows can be downloaded on iTunes) 

Currently she’s writing a series of magazine articles on resilience, offering inspiration 

and tools for changing people’s lives. She is a regular columnist in Vintage Scene 

Magazine.  

Sandy tragically lost her oldest son at the age of 16 of Spinal Meningitis.  Her latest 

book, Surviving the Worst that Could Happen was born out of her own recovery, 

and the need to offer a book that shifts the odyssey of grief from one of passive 

submission into a faster, active recovery. It is the recipient of the Pinnacle Book 

Achievement Award. 

Sandy is an award-winning real estate agent in Murrieta, California, with Coldwell 

Banker and believes that real estate, putting people together with their ideal homes, 

is a daily reflection of the common thread in her life… the inherent joy of working with 

people and bringing their goals and dreams to fruition.  

Sandy focuses on projects that make a difference in peoples lives, born out of her 

own life circumstances. This book, Stepping Stones to a Resilient Life, is one more 

opportunity to do just that. 
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If you’d like Sandy to speak to your organization, be a guest on your show, or inquire 

about products, services, or mentoring packages, please contact her at 

Sandy@SandyPeckinpah.com  
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